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Digital coax cable vs rca

Audiokarma Home Audio Stereo Discussion Forums Home &gt; AudioKarma Audio Forums &gt; General Audio Discussion &gt; the 'General Audio Discussion' started by 89grand, December 21, 2010. Audiokarma Home Audio Stereo Discussion Forums Home &gt; AudioKarma Audio Forums &gt; General Audio Discussion &gt; Can someone help me understand these two? Ive
done my research and found that digital coax views produce better sound than rca. How do I connect my cd player using digital coax ruth to a receiver? Thank you. i know. Super beginner question. Sorry to send from my iPhone using receiver Tapatalk you need to have such a digital input to use, as well as an output on your disc player, and using a simple rca cable would do it.
What constitution do you have? What discs play? p.s. Using analog l/r cables to rca from receiver player you are using the DAC player (digital in analog converter) circuit, if you use digital, you would use the DAC at your receiver.... I had 6 cables rcag rcag and was using a digital coax from DVD enclosure processor. Bluray bluray player who has coax and used one to intersect my
analog which is a nicer looking rca. Either way can't tell the difference between the digital rca coax and the rca analog for being interjjable! Do you ask about the inputs themselves, or about the difference between cables label RCA vs digital coax? the views described above. As for the cable, the technique of a digital coax cable is supposed to rated 75 ohms to avoid signal loss.
Practically speaking, I'm not sure there are any real differences. If you have an RCA cable lying around, try it and see if you have problems before buying a new cable cable please help me understand these two? Ive done my research and found that digital coax views produce better sound than rca. How do I connect my cd player using digital coax ruth to a receiver? Thank you. i
know. Super beginner question. Sorry send from my iPhone using Tapatalk Connect output to your RCA Play CD to your Receiver's analog, your music will be decoded by the DAC Player CD. If you use the IEC Player CD 958 to give your IEC Receiver 958 lace, the RECEIVER DAC will decode the music. The best sound is about which DAC is the best. RCA vs Digital Coax is
very simple and only one thing that is secured is later is to protect 75ohm cable, where RCA could be protected or not. Cable protects assist with noise rejection. That's it. If you have no insulation noise worried about then both cbles will sound identical to both analog and digital sources. Another digital option is an optical cable (toslink), depending on what your player/receiver has
in the way of connection. Playing Bluray generally would use HDMI instead. Another digital option is an optical cable (toslink), depending on what your player/receiver has in the way Playing Bluray generally would use HDMI instead. Did you make any listening criticism with toslink vs. coax and found any difference invasions differential on the other? Did you make any listening
criticism with toslink vs. coax and found any difference invasions differential on the other? I used both but no appropriate comparison, but no differences I noticed. Wouldn't really expect one either except maybe level. You I used both but no suitable comparison, but no discouraged differences I noticed. Wouldn't really expect one either except maybe level. I have noticed more
devices use either (HDMI or Toslink) and Coax Digital less available except on higher end models. You I have noticed more devices use either (HDMI or Toslink) and Coax Digital less available except on higher end models. I use all three digital types of connections. As well as threads. They all work great. Availability of legacy connections will begin to disappear now, both analog
and digital.... depends a bit on audio only or with video.... hdmi (with optical/coax to an IIRC limit) has that crm thing built in. You I have noticed more devices use either (HDMI or Toslink) and Coax Digital less available except on higher end models. All of these bring DMR plots, HDMI takes the cake, virtually impossible to copy and means today to files. Toslink and IEC 958 are
both S/PDIF, connections that must carry DRM/SCMS data. I have some recording equipment connected via the Digital XLR, which can be set by transmitting DMR/SCMS instructions, so I can sometimes copy DRM music, although today doesn't have much sense of doing so as long as you can pay the monthly streaming bill. All of these bring DMR plots, HDMI takes the cake,
virtually impossible to copy and means today to files. Toslink and IEC 958 are both S/PDIF, connections that must carry DRM/SCMS data. I have some recording equipment connected via the Digital XLR, which can be set by transmitting DMR/SCMS instructions, so I can sometimes copy DRM music, although today doesn't have much sense of doing so as long as you can pay the
monthly streaming bill. I'm a Nostalgic Nut. For me just because the industry is continuing to evolve by making me say, hey time toss my old CDs or DVDs. I no longer have a pile of tapes or a dedicated CD player. I've never entered vinyl however nothing against her! Streaming is a good way to save on Silver. As long as people away with old movies and music for the newest
trend I will save the mini fortunes they have spent to build my library building library! Nice has different options. Personally I don't need the best quality products from today as long as what I use to do the trick and reliable. I'll wait until the audio market slows down roads and demand is way down than buying at a discount. What's interesting The tendency to use universal players
and computers is connected to HTT amplification where there is no means to digital files. In otherwise, the home recording is complete. 'RCA' is the type of connector. It could be used in the following cbles: Analog Audio Digital Video Audio Low powered loudspeakers Being a very low budget connectors, over the decades it has been used for several other purposes. 'RCA' is the
type of connector. It could be used in the following cbles: Analog Audio Digital Video Audio Low powered loudspeakers Being a very low budget connectors, over the decades it has been used for several other purposes. And it still allows us to enjoy audio Ive done my research and found that digital coax views produce better sound than rca. How do I connect my cd player using
digital coax ruth to a receiver? Thank you. i know. Super beginner question. Sorry send from my iPhone using Tapatalk the way you asked your question, some people may think you were asked about differences between two types of cables. If your question has been actually simple as the way you have been asked, which is, how do I connect my cd player using digital thrux coax
a receiver?, then the answer is equally simple, just use a digital coax cable to connect between your coax player's CD output and the receiver's coax input. Can someone help me understand these two? Ive done my research and found that digital coax views produce better sound than rca. How do I connect my cd player using digital coax ruth to a receiver? Thank you. i know.
Super beginner question. Sorry sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk addressed this original post where his OP state does its inquiry, I got the idea it might not understand the search was likely not an RCA cable vs. Digital IEC 958 Argument Cable; but instead, DAC Player's Vs Receiver DAC, discussion. Can someone help me understand these two? Ive done my research and
found that digital coax views produce better sound than rca. How do I connect my cd player using digital coax ruth to a receiver? Thank you. i know. Super beginner question. Sorry send from my iPhone using Tapatalk You can't use the CD production port marked koax digital to receiver digital trainers as a pass through. Your CD player will read the CD and pass that signal to the
digital domain of the digital coax output of the receiver for Digital to Analog conversion inside the Receiver. If you prefer to have the digital analog conversion arrive inside the CD player you will use a minimum output 2 rca's analog from CD Player Receiver. (Rcas marked as digital coax can pass the analog signal as well if connected to 2 ch analog production) The receiver now
acts as a pass in for the analog signal that allows signals to be either rattled inside the receiver's La or an external rattle. You can use the volume found on your receiver to set your player level back listening. what about Bob is Everyone's favorite uncle! Page 2 The only recording I do is riping my CDs to flac and sometimes riping a cd for the machine from these. Got unleashed at
tape recordings ago. Did you make any listening criticism with toslink vs. coax and found any difference invasions differential on the other? I know this is year of late... But there is a difference between Toslink and Digital Coax/RCA cables... Toslink is an optical cable. There is no interfering. So with good equipment, cable running speaker, ect... When the volume turns up and
nothing plays, you really have silence... There is no noise/static hearing. Until HDMI came together and I had the equipment to use it... Toslink all the way. I had a $500 entry level Sony5.1 in a box setup that sounded similar miles setup dollars running all analog cables. (granted they could shake the room and I couldn't) Here are some things to keep in mind when it comes to
sound quality and cbles. Cables that carry analog signals will give you poor quality in the form of statics, noise, images, ect... Cables carrying a digital signal (such as HDMI, Toslink, Digital Coax (RCA cable that carries a digital signal rather than analog) will give you poor sound/video quality in the form of jumping, pulses, tin Can/Loss in field. Today, Digital Coax vs RCA cables...
They are one of the same when it comes to cable. The only difference is Digital Coax typically comes as a single cable. RCA typically comes as 2 cables (such as wire speaker) Digital Coax has a requirement to be protected. Back in the day, this is why it was a better cable... Today, you can find RCA cables that double protect, high quality copper, connecting tips gold... All the
same brands in a good Digital Coax cable. And of course, you paid for it, just like you would with Digital Coax. As for high level and high dollar stuff there is XYZ connector on it Keep in mind, Just because a high dollar piece of equipment has a certain connector on it, doesn't mean that the type of connected and cable goes with it is superior or better. High dollar and high quality
equipment typically have some of the old connecting types on having for compatibility, not necessarily the quality of the connecting and type of cable used. How many preserveds still have standard definitions of RCA yellow/Red/White? I'm not a great expert, but here is what I use: HDMI cable from all game consoles, computers, video playback (basically if it plays video, HDMI):
18Gbps high speed. (monoprice Product ID: 15427 is an example) If I could afford it, I would get what they did with optical cable fiber instead of copper. Why? Cables HDMI puts out a lot of electric interfering in the length of your wireless router. (yes now you know why Internet sucks off all of your WiFi that connects video game equipment when you have a full setup Cables HDMI
Core goes to 5 devices) I plan on the ameasurage of Cables HDMI 2.2 to 48Gbps as this new standard requires that cables are not laid out as much interference. Toslink from audio television production at Receiver: Television is not video output, just audio when I'm watching the antenna. Toslink from Audio only the receiver devices (CD player, Audio output only devices) All data
cbles are running on 1 side of the area A/V (typically the equipment in everything) All audio cable speakers is run as far away from electric. Never run any audio cables or data in parallel or along with electrical. Analog signal the kind of cables I always try to find one and the most protected I can. By ringing the bank, going with affordable options and even kissing species (or as
close as you can find) many times you pay for a brand name above and beyond the same quality cable to a who is that brand. After everything is hooked up, and everything about (receiver, TV, BluRay plays as an example) Nothing plays for audio, just devices on... Turn the volume, the way past what you would listen to and see if you can hear statics and noise... If you do, try to
revise your cables until you get as much of the static and white noise going. Really good equipment and really good cbles (speaking wires too) well run, you won't hear barely anything that is how it should be. The reality is, if you don't hear static and white noise at a little louder than you would have something of... you are good. If you haven't worked with Toslink cable before...
Keep in mind, it is very important by the cable underpass, not to look down in the middle of the red light. Do not touch the ends of the cables... You don't like looking at a messy mirror, audio equipment you don't like looking at your Cheetos and homecoming pigs either. I don't know what to even say here... Cables HDMI puts out a lot of electric interfering in the length of your
wireless router. Where in the world did you get this information from? The electrical components inside of most TV are not protected in any way at all. It is not the HDMI cable that will interfere with WI-FI, but the crapy design of the television itself. That's why you should always hard-wire a network connection to your display. Roku and Apple Tv products do better and stand alone -
- box, and even stick to them, because they are external to the display. It's the display itself that is most likely to interfere with Wi-Fi, not the HDMI cable. As well, I would not say that good equipment and audio analog cbles provide 'poor quality'. Good cables and good equipment rarely have almost any or hum with analog cables. When I've heard it and hum over the last 20+ years,
it's because of bad electrical wires, which I've seen, and bad equipment that doesn't quite plot, which I've also seen. It's a great distinction between using quality and poor quality cables. The 'free' cables that come with equipment are rarely in decent quality. But I would want to see real measurements of how much RF interference is laid out by an HDMI cable in relation to what a
TV or an A/V receiver laid out. Lighting and dime are a major issue at home with interfering. But a well-designed system can deal with all of it. But yes, digital is pretty much a standard for everyone these days. Mostly in HDMI for everything. Everything.
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